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Abstract

eBPF has emerged as one of the most important technologies in the Linux Kernel. Fundamentally, it allows userspace programs to run in kernel space, without re-compiling the kernel. While this has a number of use cases, it also creates a significant surface for privilege escalation attacks. To mitigate the security risks, Linux has a component called the eBPF verifier that checks if an eBPF program is safe to run. However, the verifier itself is over 14k lines of code, and it undergoes frequent changes. If it mispredicts an analysis, it could allow malicious programs to run in kernel space. This exact technique was used in a recent zero-day exploit that went all the way from an incorrect range analysis pass to root privilege escalation. In this work, we target the problem of a potentially faulty eBPF verifier by creating an automated formal verification framework that finds verifier bugs. Our framework takes in the raw verifier source code, translates it down to SMT using a model of the C language, combines it with correctness invariants for range analysis ops, and verifies that the source code implements a correct range analysis pass. We tested our framework by running it on dozens of security-critical commits from the past history, as well as the current commit. Using our framework, we identify where bugs where introduced and patched, we develop exploits for prior bugs, and we also shed light on a bug in the latest commit.

1 Introduction

Extended Berkeley Packet Filter, better known as eBPF, allows user processes to supply programs that execute within the Linux kernel and extend its functionality [Dev21b]. Unlike its predecessor and namesake, the BSD Packet Filter [MJ93], eBPF is used not only for packet filtering but also for security monitoring, troubleshooting and introspection, and performance profiling [Gre19]. Linux’s eBPF technology is widely used in production, e.g., at Cloudflare [Maj19], Google [JM20], Facebook [SD18], and Netflix [TACL21].

The kernel’s eBPF runtime provides a system call API by which user processes provide the kernel with eBPF programs to execute, specify the events that trigger program execution, and bind memory regions (called maps) to the program to facilitate input from and output to userland. The eBPF programs themselves are written using an assembly-like bytecode that supports basic constructs like registers, arithmetic operations, control flow, loops, restricted function calls, and restricted memory access. The BPF runtime either interprets these programs or (more commonly) compiles them to native machine code using a just-in-time (JIT) compiler.
The eBPF runtime must keep eBPF programs from reading and writing arbitrary kernel memory or jumping to arbitrary kernel code, even while executing those programs in the kernel address space. The simplest approach, of inlining checks before every potentially unsafe eBPF program operation, would impose an unacceptable performance overhead. Accordingly, to the greatest extent possible, the runtime checks the safety of eBPF programs at load time using a verifier. For example, the eBPF verifier checks that an eBPF program will always terminate, to prevent a buggy (or malicious) eBPF program from causing the kernel to hang. The eBPF JIT and verifier constitute critical attack surface. Bugs in these components can lead (indeed, have led) to exploitable privilege escalation attacks against Linux systems. (And the first demonstrated Spectre exploit relied on the eBPF JIT [Hor18].)

In this paper, we focus on a particularly complicated and bug-prone part of the eBPF verifier: the range analysis pass, whose job is to bound the value held in each register at each program point. If the range analysis concludes that a pointer must hold an address the program is allowed to access, then the JIT can produce code that dereferences that pointer without a runtime bounds check. A bug that leads the range analysis to conclude incorrectly that a pointer must be in-bounds can be abused by an attacker for read or write access to potentially arbitrary kernel memory. As an example, in the Pwn2Own 2020 competition, Manfred Paul exploited a zero-day bug in Linux’s eBPF range analysis [Pau20] to find his process’ cred struct in kernel memory and overwrite its uid field to 0, escalating process privilege to root.

The eBPF verifier is large, complex, and security critical. Formal verification techniques could help us gain assurance that it is free of security-relevant bugs. But the eBPF verifier also changes rapidly: See Chaignon [Cha19] for a rate-of-change analysis. A one-time, monolithic formal verification effort would become obsolete almost immediately; updating the proof artifact whenever the kernel eBPF implementation gains new features would require the kernel developers to become experts in Coq as well as C.

In this paper, we show that it is possible to gain assurance in the correctness of the Linux eBPF verifier’s range analysis pass; to keep up with rapid changes to the verifier; and to use the C source of the verifier in situ as the basis for verification.

We build a framework that can take in an arbitrary commit of the Linux kernel, written in C, and translate the eBPF verifier range analysis pass down to logical statements. With user-specified correctness specifications, we pass the resulting verification conditions down to an SMT solver, which tells us if the C functions were correct or not. Modeling the C constructs used in this part of the kernel codebase requires handling complicated control flow and tricky integer type conversion and promotion rules that did not arise in earlier related efforts such as VeRA [BRN+20].

Our framework allows the Linux kernel developers to check the correctness of patches to the range analysis code themselves, without being reliant on verification experts to approve each change. Ultimately, we hope that our framework pays for itself by enabling developers to ship more aggressive range analyses and speed up eBPF program execution, confident that these range analyses are bug-free.

To demonstrate the scalability and general applicability of our framework, we use it to analyze dozens of versions of the range analysis code extracted from the kernel’s commit history. Our framework identifies exactly where security-critical bugs were introduced, and where they were patched. These include previously acknowledged security-critical bugs like Manfred’s Pwn2Own bug [Pau20], as well as other bugs not acknowledged as security-critical. One of the un-acknowledged bugs existed in the kernel for 2 months without patching; one of the acknowledged bugs existed for
14-months without patching. For each bug, our framework gives us counterexamples that we use to create exploits on real compiled kernels. Finally, we use our framework to target the latest version of the verifier. We show that while almost all functions are correct, a subtle invariant bug exists for the bitwise-And, Or, and Xor functions. We are actively working to exploit this bug.

2 Background and related work

In this section, we describe the necessary background on the eBPF language, the eBPF verifier, and formal verification to understand the rest of the paper.

2.1 eBPF language

eBPF stands for the extended Berkeley Packet Filter. As per its name, it was originally intended for packet filtering. However, today it’s a much more general tool that allows users to write safe programs that get run in kernel space and have special knowledge of various kernel events.

Fundamentally, eBPF looks a lot like a basic assembly language. It models a machine with multiple registers, and it allows users to perform basic arithmetic operations like addition, subtraction, and multiplication as well as bitwise operations like bitwise-AND, bitwise-OR, and bitwise-XOR. These operations can occur on both 32-bit and 64-bit datatypes. eBPF supports jumps (both conditional and unconditional), and recently, it has added support for loops.

As far as memory is concerned, eBPF contains a stack pointer, which points to a small amount of stack space. Apart from that, eBPF also has the concept of maps. The eBPF runtime allows users to select from a set of pre-defined map types, which each consist of different data structures. Programs can use load and store instructions to read and write data to the map. This data can then be read by the users who submit the eBPF program. The eBPF runtime closely tracks the registers used to load and store data from maps. E.g., it marks registers used to load information as pointers to some data type in the map. This allows the runtime to check for properties like no out-of-bounds map accesses.

2.2 eBPF runtime

Users submit eBPF programs from user-space using a system call. In the call, they specify parameters like the map size and map type. They also define the eBPF program type, which dictates what kernel events the program can attach to. For instance, packet filter-type programs run whenever a new packet enters the system.

After the kernel receives a new eBPF program via the system call, it runs a verifier to guarantee program safety. Following the verification, the runtime executes the eBPF program using either a JIT compiler, for supported architectures, or an interpreter, for the remaining architectures.

2.2.1 Runtime hardening

There’s relatively few dynamic protections during program execution [Dev21a]. First, for architectures that support it, the program is loaded into read-execute only memory. This prevents the program from modifying itself and voiding the results of the verifier. Second, if the bpf_jit_harden
flag is set, program constants are re-written to prevent them from showing up directly in executable memory. Doing so makes it harder for attackers to use eBPF programs in JIT spraying attacks. Third, unprivileged users are allowed to run BPF_PROG_TYPE_SOCKET_FILTER and BPF_PROG_TYPE_CGROUP_SKB type eBPF programs if the unprivileged_bpf_disabled flag is set to no. Until recently, this flag was set to no by default, but starting in November 2021, it is set to yes. Thus, for current systems, BPF only exposes a security risk if the administrator manually sets the flag to no.

Apart from these defenses, eBPF programs have no other dynamic protections. They are executed as kernel threads, and all kernel threads run within the same process in Linux. Therefore, eBPF programs technically have access to the entire kernel address space. If the verifier mispredicts an analysis and allows a malicious program, an attacker could have read/write access to arbitrary kernel memory.

2.2.2 Verifier

Due to the limited runtime defenses, the eBPF verifier plays an important role in guaranteeing safety. It checks several properties, including that the program will terminate, that it only calls designated functions, etc. The property we’re most concerned with is that all memory accesses are to restricted memory regions.

To understand this property a bit more, consider the following example. Note that while this is a C example, the same logic applies to eBPF programs on registers. In fact, the main way of writing eBPF programs is by translating them from a language like C to LLVM (through something like the Clang compiler), and using LLVM’s eBPF target architecture backend. In the example, imagine we have a pointer to an integer array, `arr`. We use the variable `i` to index into the array, and we need to convince the verifier that `i` lies within the bounds of `arr`:

```c
int* arr; // Initialized elsewhere
int i;    // Initialized elsewhere
int val = arr[i];
```

Earlier in the program, we have some information that helps the verifier perform its analysis. For instance, if we know the array length is less than 10, we might surround the array access in a bounds check on the variable `i`. Another way to guarantee that `i` is small is to create it from another variable with arithmetic or bitwise operations. For instance, if we create `i` by bitwise-AND’ing another variable with 0x7, we know that `i` is less than 8, which means that it’s in-bounds. These two strategies are shown below, and the verifier should accept both.

```c
int j;    // Initialized elsewhere
if (i < 10) {
    int val = arr[i]; // Known: i < 10
} else {
    i = j & 0x7;
    int val = arr[i]; // Known: i < 8
}
```
2.2.3 Range analysis

While the above example used either a single bounds check condition or a single bitwise-AND operation to prove an in-bounds access, this isn’t always the case. There could be a number of branches and operations that all, combined, prove that an array access is in-bounds. The verifier simulates all branches and tracks information about all variables. Upon a memory access, it consults its computed information to see if the memory access is valid. In this section, we go into more depth on the range analysis information tracked by the verifier. The analyzer can be found in the root Linux directory under `kernel/bpf/verifier.c`. In this exposition, we refer specifically to the version in commit 0f55f9ed on December 26, 2021, although many higher-level details stay the same across different commits.

Memory stores and loads use a register to specify the memory address. For every register, the verifier stores information about its possible range in a struct called `bpf_reg_state`. Each reg state has unsigned/signed 32/64-bit minimum/maximum values named like `s32_min_value`. Storing this level of information helps the verifier derive more precise bounds on variables. For instance, a signed range from -1 to 0 represents a total of 2 values, while the corresponding two’s complement unsigned representation spans the entire range of 64-bit unsigned values.

In addition to the signed and unsigned ranges, registers have a `tnum` struct that encodes bit-level information about the register. Tnum’s consist of two fields, a `mask` and a `value`. In a specific bit position, a `mask` has a 1 if that bit has an unknown value, and a 0 if that bit has a known value. Correspondingly, a `value` has a 1 if that bit has a known 1 value, and a 0 if that bit is either unknown or has a known 0 value. Together, these two fields in the `tnum` struct tell which individual bits are either unknown or known to be 0 or 1.

The eBPF verifier updates the range structures on conditional branches as well as on operations. For operations, the updates happen inside `adjust_scalar_min_max_vals`, which calls range analysis functions for addition, subtraction, multiplication, bitwise-AND, bitwise-OR, bitwise-Xor, bitwise-LSH (left shift), bitwise-RSH (logical right shift), and bitwise-ARSH (arithmetic right shift). The difference between logical and arithmetic right shift is that logical just shifts the bits, while arithmetic additionally copies the sign bit. Each of these functions computes updates to the reg state objects, and makes sub-calls to `tnum` functions inside `kernel/bpf/tnum.c` to handle `tnum` updates.

All operator range functions take in two registers and contain logic to deal with updating the output range based on various cases. For instance, in the addition function (`scalar_min_max_add`), there’s a special case when the addition overflows the registers. In this case, the ranges are expanded to the maximum possible range, which is the default fail-safe operation for any range analysis operation. Doing so is always safe because it says the output range can be anything, but it also leads to a less useful output since we have less precise information about the bounds of a register. For more precise output ranges, the kernel requires tricky edge case analysis.

With five different types of ranges (signed 32-bit min/max, unsigned 32-bit min/max, signed 64-bit min/max, unsigned 64-bit min/max, and `tnum`), a natural question arises as to what happens if the ranges start to diverge from each other. To address this, Linux has four different functions that are often called at the end of range analysis operations. `__update_reg_bounds` improves the signed and unsigned ranges based off the corresponding `tnum`; `__reg_dedupe_bounds` uses information from the signed range to update the unsigned range, and vice-versa; and `__reg_bound_offset` improves the `tnum` range based on the unsigned range.
2.3 Exploiting range analysis bugs

Due to the complexity of the ranges and machine arithmetic operations, there's often tricky corner cases in the range analysis functions. When these corner cases are incorrect, it's possible that bugs enter the codebase unnoticed. That's exactly what happened with CVE-2020-8835, when a bug in the eBPF verifier range analysis allowed a full local privilege escalation exploit [Pau20].

The zero-day involves the following \texttt{\_\_reg\_bound\_offset\_32} function. This function, present in an earlier verifier version but not the current, improves the tnum range based on the unsigned range. For context, \texttt{tnum\_range} outputs a tnum representing the range of values spanning two inputs; \texttt{tnum\_cast} casts a tnum to a given number of bytes by zero'ing the higher bits; \texttt{tnum\_lshift} and \texttt{tnum\_rshift} represent left and right shifts on tnums; \texttt{tnum\_or} is the bitwise-OR of two tnums; and \texttt{tnum\_intersect} is the logical intersection of two tnum ranges. Also, tnums are stored in \texttt{bpf\_reg\_states} using the \texttt{var\_off} field.

```c
static void __reg_bound_offset32(
    struct bpf_reg_state *reg)
{
    u64 mask = 0xffffFFFF;
    struct tnum range = tnum_range(
        reg->umin_value & mask,
        reg->umax_value & mask);
    struct tnum lo32 = tnum_cast(
        reg->var_off, 4);
    struct tnum hi32 = tnum_lshift(
        tnum_rshift(reg->var_off, 32), 32);

    reg->var_off = tnum_or(
        hi32,
        tnum_intersect(lo32, range));
}
```

Consider what would happen if \texttt{umin\_value} = 1, \texttt{umax\_value} = $2^{32}+1$, and \texttt{reg->var\_off} is fully unknown. \texttt{umin\_value \& mask} = 1 and \texttt{umax\_value \& mask} = 1. \texttt{tnum\_range} would generate a tnum that represents the completely known number 00...01. \texttt{lo32} and \texttt{hi32} represent completely open tnums in the lowest and highest 32 bits, respectively. When the final tnum is formed, \texttt{range} is a subset of \texttt{lo32}, so the lowest 32 bits are the completely known number 00...01. The highest 32 bits are still unknown.

This is an incorrect analysis because there's nothing in the input ranges that indicate that the lowest 32 bits of our final number are 00...01. Even though the lowest 32 bits of \texttt{umin\_value} and \texttt{umax\_value} both ended with 00...01, that doesn't mean that every number inbetween 1 and $2^{32}+1$ also ends with 00...01.

Once we have one bug in the range analysis, we can chain that together in a larger attack to obtain local privilege escalation. Manfred Paul goes into more depth in his writeup [Pau20], but here's the gist of chaining this range bug into a full exploit: First, we load the value 2 from a map into a register. Since a map can hold arbitrary memory, the verifier doesn’t know any information about what value is actually there. Second, we use two conditional branches to establish the \texttt{umin\_value} and \texttt{umax\_value} discussed above. Third, we do a 32-bit jump, which triggers the buggy code and
results in the verifier thinking that the last 32 bits of the register are 00...01, when in reality they are 00...10. Fourth, we bitwise-AND the register with 00...10, and right shift it by one. The verifier now thinks the output is 00...00, when at runtime it will be 00...01. Fifth, we can multiply this register by any constant. The verifier will think it’s 0, while at runtime it actually holds our constant.

After this, we just have to do some basic pointer-scalar operations to bypass a runtime sanitization check. Then, we have a bounded read/write primitive to out-of-bounds memory, and we can read an out-of-bounds pointer in a nearby eBPF structure called the bpf_map to bypass kernel address space layout randomization (KASLR). Simultaneously, we can use the bounded write to modify a specific field in the bpf_map. A certain command of the eBPF syscall reads from the address at this field, which gives us an unbounded OOB read primitive. After some more hacking on a vtable object inside bpf_map, we can have eBPF call a custom function, which performs unbounded OOB writes. With unbounded OOB reads and writes, we can now walk the process credentials structure and modify our process to have root privileges.

Thus, a single flaw in an eBPF verifier range analysis function leads to local privilege escalation. Local differs from remote in that the attacker already has to have unprivileged access to the system to provide an eBPF program. This is unlike JavaScript remote privilege escalation attacks, which don’t need direct attacker access because an unknowing user downloads malicious JavaScript from the web.

2.4 Protecting against range analysis bugs

The usual response to software bugs is to require more rigorous testing. However, there’s good reason to believe that testing alone will not solve all the issues with the eBPF range analysis.

First, range analysis bugs are very tricky to find. Especially in the case of Linux’s range objects, which are exceedingly complex. Second, these range bugs are incredibly expensive. As shown in Section 2.3, one range bug can be turned into a full local privilege escalation exploit. In the remaining section, we’ll consider alternates to manual testing and motivate our approach of using formal verification.

Fuzzing. Fuzzing involves testing the program with randomly chosen inputs. Simon Scannell created a fuzzer for the eBPF range analysis functions [Sca20]. In Simon’s case, he creates programs with some number of random scalar operations and conditional branches. He then uses the resulting register to access memory. If the verifier accepts the program, all memory accesses should only modified mapped memory. If they modified external memory, then he knows he’s found a bug in the range analysis. Using this approach, Simon found CVE-2020-27194, a typo bug in the scalar_min_max_or function.

Fuzzing can be a powerful approach in certain settings. For instance, the LLVM compiler infrastructure heavily relies on the libFuzzer library to catch subtle bugs [Dev21c]. Fuzzing is relatively easy to set up, you can easily bound its runtime, it hardly has a trusted compute base, and it can be relatively complete when the input search space is small. However, with eBPF range analysis functions, we don’t think fuzzing can give enough assurance on the correctness of the code. The main reason is that the range analysis objects are quite complicated. This makes the state space huge, which complicates the efficacy of random testing. Another reason is that the eBPF range analysis functions don’t solely consist of functions mapping to individual operations. Instead, they also have several functions that are called in several locations to coalesce ranges. Manfred Paul exploited one of these functions, __reg_bound_offset32, in his initial zero-day [Pau20].
range coalescing functions are called from several locations, and they aren’t individually accessible. That makes it hard to test them in a fuzzing framework that works on external programs, since the coalescing function output will be confounded with other functions. Indeed, Manfred Paul discovered a second zero-day exploit in April 2021 [Leo21]. This exploit was in `__reg_combine_64_into_32`, another coalescing function, and it was present in the Linux kernel commit that Simon used for fuzzing.

**Formal verification.** Formal verification differs from fuzzing in that conceptually, it tests the program on all possible inputs instead of manually defined or randomly chosen inputs. To make this efficient, formal verification usually requires the program to be specified in some kind of logical or abstract domain. It also requires a formal definition of correctness called the *specification*. With these two, programmers prove that the abstract model of the program satisfies the specification.

There’s a relatively wide design space for formally verified applications. Some projects, like CompCert [Ler09] and seL4 [KEH+09], do away with existing systems and propose complex formally verified compilers and operating systems in special-purpose languages like Haskell and Coq. These projects require developers to learn complicated verification toolchains, but they can be quite powerful in their proof abilities. Other projects, like SMACK [RE14], aim to give developers the ability to automatically verify their code directly in its implementation language. These projects support quick code updates since changes in the implementation language can be directly fed into the verification framework with no additional updates. They also remove much of the need for advanced developer skill sets since they use satisfiable modulo theory (SMT) solvers (e.g., Z3 [dMB08]) to automatically prove properties instead of manually proving them with tools like Coq. These tools are easier to use, but they have trouble proving more complex properties. Spanning inbetween these spaces are tools like Dafny [Lei10]. With Dafny, developers write code in a language that’s very similar to a traditional implementation language. Along with the code, they provide invariants that help Dafny create verification conditions to dispatch to an SMT solver. This framework usually allows for proof abilities comparable to tools like Coq, but it requires more programmer effort than direct automated verification.

**eBPF formal verification.** Prior work in eBPF formal verification has mainly focused on the runtime JIT compiler and interpreter. In 2014, Xi Wang et al. introduced Jitk, a general framework for writing formally verified in-kernel interpreters and compilers [WLZ+13]. In Jitk, the authors use Coq to verify an extractor from eBPF to CMinor, a subset of C. They then rely on the existing CompCert framework for a formally verified translation down from CMinor to machine code [Ler09]. While this framework is promising, it requires a lot of manual proof effort in Coq to extend the eBPF language and add new features. It’s also fundamentally limited by the CompCert compiler, which might not be as performant as the eBPF developers want. In 2020, two papers came out: JitSynth [GND+20] and Jitterbug [NGTW20]. JitSynth uses program synthesis to generate native architecture code that exactly matches source eBPF instructions. However, it’s somewhat restricted in the complexity of instructions it can deal with, and it produces less efficient code than the native JIT compiler. Jitterbug is the closest the formal verification community has come to creating formally verified eBPF software that’s actually run in the Linux kernel. It uses a verification language called Rosette [TB13] to model a fully-functional eBPF JIT compiler for several architectures. Rosette allows the authors to automatically verify that the JIT compiler is correct. From there, they can extract it to C and run it in the Linux kernel. Since this approach uses automated formal
verification, it favors fast development and ease of modification. However, it still requires kernel developers to update the JIT compiler model in Rosette, which isn’t very practical. Indeed, several months after the Jitterbug authors worked with the Linux developers to verify their JITs, Linux had another zero-day vulnerability in the x86 eBPF JIT compiler [Kry21], most likely because they weren’t actively updating and testing against the Rosette model.

eBPF verifier range analysis verification. Other than work verifying the eBPF JIT compiler, we know of only two other works that aim to verify the eBPF range analysis pass. PREVAIL is a self-contained eBPF verifier made from scratch [GAG19]. It’s written in C++, and it uses abstract interpretation to build a safe eBPF verifier by construction. This engine has worse runtime performance than the Linux eBPF verifier, but it offers better precision analysis that can accept more programs. While PREVAIL is a powerful verifier and was recently used in the Windows eBPF implementation [TG21], we consider it largely orthogonal to our work. The Linux developers have a mature existing verifier, and they actively add features to it. It’s unlikely they would switch out the entire analyzer with PREVAIL since it requires having a large developer base that’s well-versed in formal methods. In concurrent and independent work, Vishwanathan et al. apply automated verification to the tnum range structures used in Linux’s verifier [VSN21]. This work is closest in goal to our own but more limited in some important respects. Primarily, Vishwanathan et al. only analyze the tnum operations. These operations make up a small part of the range analysis, and they rely on basic C semantics to correctly model. In contrast, we try to verify a much larger subset of the range analysis operations, which involve C semantics like conditional operations and datatype conversions. Secondarily, Vishwanathan et al. manually translated the C code down to SMT. In contrast, we build an automated translation framework, which can scale to more commits.

Other verified range analysis. Although not in the eBPF space, a closely related work of ours is VeRA [BRN20]. VeRA is a framework written in Haskell that takes C++ range analysis code from the FireFox JIT compiler codebase, converts it into logical statements, and verifies it using an SMT solver. We have the same high-level goal as VeRA, to automatically verify the range analysis code, except that we operate on the eBPF verifier instead of the FireFox JIT compiler. The eBPF codebase differs from the FireFox codebase in that it involves code constructs that VeRA doesn’t currently support, such as dealing with fine-grained C type conversions. eBPF also uses different range objects and has different underlying operator semantics. However, we take inspiration from VeRA in the correction definitions that follow.

3 Correctness conditions

In this section, we build up to a description of what properties we are trying to prove.

3.1 Decomposing range analysis

The correctness of a final bounds check depends on the analyses made for all prior arithmetic operations and conditional jumps. In this work, we choose not to include conditional jump logic in our analysis, so we consider range analysis just made up from arithmetic operations. Here, overall correctness relies on each function being correct, since each analysis builds on-top of the previous.
It also relies on some glue code stitching the functions together, but we exclude that in our analysis for now. Below, we will provide the correctness conditions for a particular arithmetic operation.

### 3.2 Correctness of an operator

Consider an arbitrary range analysis function for a binary operator. This operator takes in two scalars, $s_1, s_2$, inside register state ranges $R_1, R_2$, respectively. It produces an output range $R_3$, where $s_3$, the result of the operator on the scalars $s_1, s_2$, should be inside $R_3$.

The main question that arises is what does it mean for a scalar value $s$ to live inside a range $R$. To answer this, we must consider that ranges contain signed/unsigned 32/64-bit minimum/maximum components, as well as a tnum component. The minimum/maximum components lead to one part of containment,

```python
def contains_min_max(min, max, s):
    return min <= s and s <= max
```

Figure 1: The contains definition for min/max ranges.

For the tnum range, containment is a bit more complicated. $s$ is contained in $(mask, value)$ if

```python
def contains_tnum(mask, value, s):
    return (~mask & (value ^ x)) == 0
```

Figure 2: The contains definition for tnum ranges.

Intuitively, this says that for the bits in $x$ that match the known values, the xor sub-expression bits will be 0, which matches the output. For the bits in $x$ that don’t match the known values, the xor sub-expression bits will be 1. In order for the final expression to be 0, the corresponding mask bit would need to be 1, indicating that this bit value is unknown.

With our containment definition for min/max ranges and tnum ranges, containment on a register is just

```python
def contains_range(reg_state, s):
    return \n    contains_min_max(reg_state.s32_min, reg_state.s32_max, s) and \n    contains_min_max(reg_state.u32_min, reg_state.u32_max, s) and \n    contains_min_max(reg_state.s64_min, reg_state.s64_max, s) and \n    contains_min_max(reg_state.u64_min, reg_state.u64_max, s) and \n    contains_tnum(reg_state.var_off.mask, reg_state.var_off.value, s)
```

Figure 3: The contains definition for a full range object.

Thus, our main correctness property is: if $R_1$ contains $s_1$ and $R_2$ contains $s_2$, then $R_3$, the range returned by the range analysis function, must contain $s_3$, the result of the operation.
3.3 Well-formed condition

One problem with the above framework is that it may raise problems with the code when there aren't any. For instance, it could set `range1.umin_value = 2^{32}` and `range1.umax_value = 0` and compute an output range where `out.umin_value > out.umax_value`. It's impossible for the scalar result to be contained in the output since if it was greater than the minimum, it wouldn't be less than the maximum, and vice-versa.

To prevent this, we add a well-formed condition to the predicate of our analysis, similar to VeRA et al. [BRN+20]. For the unsigned and signed ranges, the well-formed condition comes naturally:

```python
def well_formed_min_max(min, max):
    return min <= max
```

Figure 4: The well-formed definition for min/max ranges.

For the `tnum` range, the well-formed definition is slightly more complicated. It says that for any bit position, `mask` shouldn't say that it’s unknown at the same time that the value says it’s a known 1. We represent this through a bitwise-AND. For every bit, either the `value` is 0, in which case the result is well-formed. Or, if the `value` is 1, the `mask` has to be 0 (an unknown bit) to make the result well-formed.

```python
def well_formed_tnum(mask, value):
    return (value & mask) == 0
```

Figure 5: The well-formed definition for the `tnum` range.

The overall well-formedness condition for an entire range would thus be

```python
def wf_range(reg_state):
    return \
    wf_min_max(reg_state.s32_min, reg_state.s32_max) and \
    wf_min_max(reg_state.u32_min, reg_state.u32_max) and \
    wf_min_max(reg_state.s64_min, reg_state.s64_max) and \
    wf_min_max(reg_state.u64_min, reg_state.u64_max) and \
    wf_tnum(reg_state.var_off.mask, reg_state.var_off.value)
```

Figure 6: The well-formed definition for a full range object.

In addition to well-formedness, the Linux kernel also defines a small number of basic additional predicates for certain operations in `adjust_scalar_min_max_vals`. E.g., for every operation outside addition, subtraction, and bitwise-AND, it requires that the second register is a known constant. Another invariant is that if the `tnum` represents a known value, it requires the min/max ranges to equal each other. We add the additional invariants into our verification process. We use the function `extra_preds` to sub-in for all the extra predicates for a certain function.
3.4 Modeling the range operation and the scalar operation

As always, we need some modeling of the range operation and the scalar operation. We use out_range and z in the below analysis to represent the resulting range and scalar, respectively. We will go over how we get these expressions more in a later section.

3.5 The final SMT query

Finally, the logical condition we would like to prove looks like this:

```python
def correctness(range1, range2, out_range, x, y, z):
    lhs = \
        contains_range(range1, x) and \
        contains_range(range2, y) and \
        wf_range(range1) and \
        wf_range(range2) and \
        extra_preds(range1, range2)
    
    rhs = \
        contains_range(out_range, z) and \
        wf_range(out_range)

    return lhs -> rhs
```

Figure 7: The final correctness condition for the scalar addition range analysis function. lhs -> rhs stands for logical implication.

While we could feed this into the SMT solver by using things like logical quantifiers, we prefer to re-write this as a straightforward satisfiability query. Namely, we test the satisfiability of the negation of the implication, which is lhs && !rhs. When we feed this into the SMT solver, we either get that it’s unsatisfiable, or we get that it’s satisfiable. If it’s unsatisfiable, then the function is correct. If it’s satisfiable, then the function is incorrect. The SMT solver provies us a counterexample telling exactly which inputs the function either generated a non-well-formed output range or has the result of the operation outside the output range.

The final verification condition looks like above in all cases with binary arithmetic operators. We also verify some unary functions involved in range coalescing. These function have contains and well-formed invariants on just one range. Also, the output scalar value is just the identity since these functions model sub-register information exchanges, not actual arithmetic operations.

4 Modeling C faithfully

In all formal verification work, one big challenge is accurately modeling the implementation language in terms of logical statements that can be fed into an SMT solver. In our case, all the eBPF range functions are written in C. Additionally, the semantics of eBPF operations on registers closely follow that of the C semantics. We made a design choice to use Python as our intermediate representation
because it has a nice API to the Z3 SMT solver \cite{Dev21d}. In this section, we discuss some of the major hurdles we went through for accurately translating between these two domains.

### 4.1 Memory model and why other verifier’s time out

In a lot of the pre-existing tools for converting C programs into SMT (e.g., SMACK \cite{RE14} and Crux \cite{Tom20}), one of the major challenges is dealing with the complicated C memory model. This includes the different places memory could be placed, e.g., the stack, heap, and global executable memory. Each of these memory locations has different semantics for initializing, modifying, and deleting memory. For instance, variables on the stack are created/destroyed with scopes, variables on the heap are created/destroyed with calls to `malloc` and `free`, and variables in global memory are built into the executable and can’t be removed.

Another complicated aspect of the C memory model is pointers. In C, you can define pointers to any objects in memory. You can cast these pointers to different types, perform pointer arithmetic, and dereference pointers at arbitrary points. Traditionally, these C formal verification tools have to model all of these complicated operations, which slows down verification.

In our work, we note that all range analysis functions operate on local references to data. There aren’t multiple concurrent functions going on at once, so memory can be viewed as a single range operation function applied to its input. These functions modify the `bpf_reg_states` in-place, and they never perform any sophisticated pointer arithmetic. All usage of pointers is just to dereference them and access specific fields of the underlying structure. Thus, in Python, we can just create reg states in the beginning and pass around references to them. Functions will update the reg states in-place, and even if they create temporary local variables, finally, they’ll assign them to fields in the register. Through this observation, we remove the need to model the complicated C memory model. Instead, we just have a perspective with functions called in sequence and composition, modifying their local pointers to reg state objects. This drastically improves verification time, and is the primary reason we had to design our own modeling tool.

### 4.2 Datatypes

Translating C datatypes and operations into corresponding structures in Z3 is hard. In C, there’s signed and unsigned variants of 8, 16, 32, and 64-bit datatypes. Any operation can involve any combination of sign and bitwidth, and the C standard \cite{Org07} defines a set of conversions that occur for every combination of types. In Z3 bitvectors, you can specify different bitwidths, but there is no concept of signedness. Instead, for operations that have different semantics on signed and unsigned types, Z3 splits them into different operations. Whereas C allows operations between arbitrary sign and bitwidth, Z3 only allows operations on the same bitwidth bitvectors. In this complicated input/output space, we explain how our framework translates a C operation into semantically equivalent Z3 operations.

**Our own types.** To model the complexities of C datatypes, we decided to create our own in Python. Although we can theoretically support the entire set of C types, the Linux range analysis pass mainly uses `s32`, `u32`, `s64`, and `u64` types. Our framework deals with the following: explicit type conversion, implicit type conversion when operating between different types, and choosing the correct signed/unsigned operation. In our analysis, we closely rely on the C99 specification to formalize exactly what C does \cite{Org07}. 
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Explicit type conversion. Explicit type conversions occur when a programmer explicitly casts a variable of one type to a different type. For some of these conversions, there's no meaning on the level of the bits. For instance, suppose we had a `s64` number `a` that's initialized to -1. In two's complement representation (the representation for Z3 and most modern architectures), `a` would be stored as `11...11`. If we cast `a` to a `u64`, the underlying bit representation stays the same. The only thing that changes is the type of operations used on this variable, and we discuss those changes in a later section.

If we cast from a 64-bit to a 32-bit number or a 32-bit to another 32-bit number, we perform a guarding operation to make sure that the variable stays within its allotted range. The guarding operation is defined as follows. Let `min` be the minimum for a particular datatype and `max` be the maximum. Whenever converting a variable `a` to a certain datatype, we do `(a & max) - (a & min)`. For a conversion to `u32`, this has the effect of zero'ing out all the highest 32 bits. For a conversion to `s32`, this has the effect of sign extending the 31st bit all the way to the 63rd bit. These effects are useful in the arithmetic right shift code. Combined, they ensure that the output of a 32-bit arithmetic right shift has the highest 32 bits zero'd out.

Implicit type conversion. While C allows operations between arbitrary types, under the hood, it implicitly converts operands to a common type. The rules for conversion are as follows. If the two operands have the same bitwidth and sign, they stay the same type. If two operands have a different bitwidth, the smaller bitwidth operand is converted to the same sign and bitwidth as the larger operand. Otherwise, that means we’re left with two operands of the same bitwidth and different signs. In that case, we convert both operands to unsigned. We implement all of these type conversion rules in our custom datatype objects.

Operations. Every operation first performs the implicit type conversion rules listed above. After that, most operations are signed/unsigned agnostic. The only exceptions are relational operations and right shift. For relational operations excluding `==` and `!=`, if the common type is signed, we choose the signed variant, and vice-versa. For right shift, if we operate on a signed value, we do an arithmetic right shift, which carries the sign bit. On an unsigned value, we do a logical right shift, which inserts zeroes. For the most part, we don’t try to model operations on 32-bit values since it’s not used in the actual range analysis code. The only exception is arithmetic right shift. To address this, we need the sign bit in the 63rd bit position. We can get this by first left shifting 32 bits, then performing the arithmetic right shift, then logically right shifting 32 bits.

4.3 Other constructs

Apart from the above, we apply standard techniques described in other papers (e.g., Saturn [XA07] for turning control flow to straight-line code) as well as just following the C spec [Org07], to handle things like:

1. Loop unrolling.
2. Converting if and else statements, possibly nested, into straight-line code.
3. Handling early returns intermixed with if and else statements.
4. Constants in C programs, and what type they are inferred as.
5. Static typing. Converting variables back into their pre-defined type.

6. Function returns.

5 Automation

Our above framework (see Section 4) provides a way of modeling a subset of C in Python, which is then fed into the SMT solver using the Python Z3 API. Unfortunately, there’s a lot of manual effort needed for things like creating if-statement conditions, maintaining early return conditions, inserting the correct guards for assignments and function calls, unrolling loops, assigning types for constants, and assigning explicit conversions for static typing. To remove all of this effort, we build an automated system that goes all the way from raw C range analysis code to Python code that can be used as input to the SMT solver. In the following section, we explain how the automation framework works.

Extracting the C code. The Linux verifier is well over 14k lines of code. In order to parse the code in later stages, we need to filter out only the parts we need. If we didn’t filter out the codebase, we would have to provide definitions for all the kernel structures and kernel functions, which gets unwieldy very quickly. For instance, running the C-preprocessor on the verifier alone yields a file with well over 100k lines of code.

To filter out the codebase, we define exactly what functions we need from the range analysis. This includes functions in both the verifier (kernel/bpf/verifier.c) and the tnum file (kernel/bpf/tnum.c). We have a script that takes these functions, searches for them in the respective files, and outputs just those functions into a separate file.

Preprocessing the C code. For the later parsing code to work, we need to define all types and global variables used in the filtered functions. The types don’t actually have to be correct. E.g., we could type define u64 as an int. All that matters is that the later parser knows what keywords are types and what aren’t. To do this, we just prepend a list of types onto the filtered function.

In the C code, the only functions defined as macros are basic things like min, max, min_t (the min function with an additional parameter for a common type), max_t (the same as min_t but for maximum), and TNUM (a function that wraps tnum initialization). For most of these functions, we can simply avoid macros and manually create these functions so that the converted Python code can call it. The only exception is min_t and max_t. Our parser doesn’t allow us to feed a type into a function, so we instead have to add a preprocessing phase to convert the type parameter in this function into a string.

Generating a C AST. To do our analysis, we need the program in a form that we can easily traverse and reason about. We get this using Eli Bendersky’s pycparser project, which parses a C99-standard C program and generates a full abstract syntax tree (AST) for it. The AST encodes all parts of the C program.

Transforming the C AST. Now that we have our AST, we can use it to perform all the modeling steps listed in Section 4. As an example of how we implement one modeling step, let’s consider the if-statement guarding. This involves generating positive and negative conditions for every single
branch and dealing with nested branches. To generate the conditions, we build a recursive descent function that keeps track of its parent condition. Whenever it sees a new condition, it generates the condition for it and additionally logically-ANDs that with the parent condition. It does all of this in a depth-first search way starting from the top-level if-statement and exploring if’s before else’s. At the same time it generates conditions, it also adds assignment and function call guards to a final list of new statements. While this is just one example transformation, we created several others to perform the core automatic translation between C and Python.

Unparsing the AST into Python. With the transformed AST, we can now convert it back into actual Python code. We do this by taking a sample C unparsers from the pycparser and modifying it to generate Python syntax. The unparsers works quite simply. It recursively traverses the C AST and generates corresponding Python code whenever it hits a token.

Adding manually defined code. We now have our core automatically translated range functions. To this, we add the other code that couldn’t be translated automatically. This is only a small section of code and includes things like the min and max macros as well as the adjust_scalar_min_max_vals function and fls64 function. All of these functions include annoying syntax that would have unnecessarily complicated our automation pipeline. For instance, the min, max, and fls64 functions are all macros that would have needed expansion. The adjust_scalar_min_max_vals function models parts of the registers that we haven’t included. It would also lead to unnecessarily adding conditional logic to our code when that code be embedded in the preconditions for the range analysis functions. For instance, the function has an if-statement for the register bitwise-OR function that expands the range to a wide-open range if the second register isn’t a known value. Instead of adding this conditional logic, which hurts verification time, we just embed in the bitwise-OR precondition that the second operand register should be a known value.

Executing with symbolic values. Now, we have all the range code in Python Z3. Next, we can define symbolic range structures and pass them into the functions. Because of all our previous work with things like the datatype framework, the range structures run through the range analysis code and generate output range structures. These output structures are themselves symbolic.

Generating verification conditions. We manually define pre- and postconditions for every range analysis function. These conditions are structured as per Section 3. The preconditions are all defined on the symbolic input register. The postconditions are all defined on the symbolic output register computed above.

Interfacing with the SMT solver. After generating verification conditions, we send these to the SMT solver. There are three possible responses. First, the solver could fail to terminate, in which case we have to quit the program. Second, the solver could return unsatisfiable, which indicates that the range function is correct. Third, the solver could return satisfiable, which indicates there was a bug in the function. If this happens, the solver returns back a model, which has concrete assignments for all the symbolic variables. Under these assignments, the verification condition is supposed to be satisfiable.
**Debugging.** To aid developer debugging, we’ve written a Python playback framework. After getting the model back from the SMT solver, we pack the assignments back into input verification structures. Instead of being symbolic values, these are now concrete Python integers. We then run the concrete values through the range function, which allows us to step through it line-by-line and understand exactly how the concrete values change over time. We also made a nice interface for visualizing the concrete values either as signed numbers, unsigned numbers, or bits.

**Lines of Code.** All in all, our framework uses the following lines of code:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>LoC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automatically generated verification functions</td>
<td>1673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual verification functions (e.g., adjust_scalar)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework verification code</td>
<td>1249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C preprocessing, transpyling, and unparsing</td>
<td>1178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6 Results**

To evaluate our framework, we run it on commits from 07cd2631 (March 24, 2020), to 0f55f9ed (December 16, 2021). We chose that starting commit because before that, the verifier’s range analysis functions were all stored in-line in the same function along with other C code outside the subset of C that we support. This would make automatically generating code much harder. We chose our ending commit because it’s the last commit that made meaningful changes to range analysis functions. In-between these two commits, we found 32 relevant commits to study by parsing the Git patch history of the verifier and grep’ing for changes to range analysis functions.

**6.1 When were bugs introduced and all bugs patched?**

For our first big study, we wanted to know when bugs were introduced, and when they were patched. To perform this study, we ran our verification framework on the 32 commits above on every function. In these results, note that from the time a function had bugs to when it got fully patched, there may have been several bugs that got patched. Our patching commit is only the patch that results in no bugs leftover. We got the following results:

**32-bit Add and Sub.** For 32-bit Add and Sub, i.e., the versions that take in 32-bit operands, they were broken in 3f50f132 (March 30, 2020) and patched in 3a71dc36 (May 29, 2020). This patch was not assigned a CVE, to the best of our knowledge. This is a 2-month time period where the functions were vulnerable.

**64-bit Add and Sub.** For 64-bit Add and Sub, i.e., the versions that take in 64-bit operands, they were broken in 3f50f132 (March 30, 2020) and patched in bc895e8b (Jan 20, 2021). This patch was assigned CVE-2021-20268. This is a 10-month time period where the functions were vulnerable.

**32/64-bit And, Or, and Xor.** These functions were broken in 3f50f132 (March 30, 2020) and patched in 049c4e13 (May 10, 2021). This patch was assigned CVE-2021-3490. This is a 14-month time period where the functions were vulnerable.
32-bit Lsh, Rsh, and Arsh. These functions were always correct.

64-bit Lsh, Rsh, and Arsh. These functions were broken in 3f50f132 (March 30, 2020) and patched in 3a71dc36 (May 29, 2020). This patch was not assigned a CVE, to the best of our knowledge. This is a 2-month time period where the functions were vulnerable.

As can be seen, common to all sources of bugs was commit 3f50f132, a major re-write of the verifier that introduced 32-bit bounds into the range object so that ranges could be better tracked for 32-bit arithmetic operations. While this update brought better range precision, it came with a lot of bugs. This is because the update was written in haste shortly after Paul Manfred’s initial eBPF verifier 0-day [Pan20].

6.2 Exploiting buggy code

For a couple of the buggy function types above, we now walkthrough how we exploited the functions.

General exploit framework. For every exploit, we test to make sure it works on the version prior to a patch and doesn’t work on the patch version. For a specific test, we compile that full version of the kernel and run it using qemu and GDB. After bootup, we set a breakpoint on the verifier range analysis function and run an eBPF program. By manually stepping through the range analysis code, we can assert that the ranges actually have the incorrect values that we want them to have. This provides more evidence that our C modeling matches to the actual C spec.

Commit 049c4e13. In the range analysis functions for 32-bit And, Or, and Xor, there’s a check to see if both the first and second operand tnums are known. In the buggy code, the function exits directly after the check. This patch adds a call to mark_reg_known after this check so that the min/max ranges can also be set to the known value, if they weren’t before.

The root cause of the bug is that the developers assumed that the 32-bit And, Or, and Xor ops would have the tnum known to min/max known logic taken care of by the 64-bit versions, which run right before it. However, this is not necessarily true because the 64-bit functions check for constant 64-bit tnums, while the 32-bit functions check for constant 32-bit tnums.

The exploit, with register values given by our automated framework, consists of setting the second input register to having a mask = 0xFFFFFFFF00000000 and value = 0x1 and the first input register to having a mask = 0x0 and value = 0x100000002. When calling the 64-bit And operator, it will not detect a constant tnum, so it won’t mark the reg as known and will instead proceed with setting the 64-bit min/max. Meanwhile, the 32-bit And will detect a constant tnum, but it won’t mark the min/max ranges as known. This results in the unsigned 32-bit max getting set to 0 and the unsigned 32-bit min getting set to 1, which violates the well-formed invariant.

Commit bc895e8b. For 64-bit Add and Subtract, these functions use the functions signed_add32_overflows and signed_sub_overflows to detect if adding or subtract will cause the result to overflow. Because of a typo, these functions took in the wrong types of input arguments (signed 64-bit instead of signed 32-bit for the 32-bit overflow function, and signed 32-bit instead of signed 64-bit for the 64-bit overflow function). This meant that they detected overflows for the wrong types.
static void scalar32_min_max_and(struct bpf_reg_state *dst_reg,
    struct bpf_reg_state *src_reg)
{
    bool src_known = tnum_subreg_is_const(src_reg->var_off);
    bool dst_known = tnum_subreg_is_const(dst_reg->var_off);
    struct tnum var32_off = tnum_subreg(dst_reg->var_off);
    s32 smin_val = src_reg->s32_min_value;
    u32 umax_val = src_reg->u32_max_value;

    /* Assuming scalar64_min_max_and will be called so it's safe
     * to skip updating register for known 32-bit case. */
    if (src_known && dst_known)
        return;
    }

Figure 8: The buggy version of the 32-bit And function that was patched in commit 049c4e13.

Our exploit sets specific signed min/max 64-bit bounds in the two inputs registers. After running subtraction, the function follows the wrong control path, which results in the contains invariant to no longer hold.

static bool signed_add32_overflows(s64 a, s64 b)
{
    /* Do the add in u32, where overflow is well-defined */
    s32 res = (s32)((u32)a + (u32)b);

    if (b < 0)
        return res > a;
    return res < a;
}

Figure 9: The buggy version of the 32-bit overflow function that was patched in commit bc895e8b.

6.3 Analyzing the latest commit

We will now focus our analysis on the latest commit of the kernel that changed the range analysis, which is 0f55f9ed (December 16, 2021).

Verification times. These are the times (in seconds) it took to verify the various functions in the latest commit.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Time (in seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add 64-bit</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add 32-bit</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub 64-bit</td>
<td>2294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub 32-bit</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And 64-bit</td>
<td>1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And 32-bit</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or 64-bit</td>
<td>4529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or 32-bit</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xor 64-bit</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xor 32-bit</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lsh 64-bit</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lsh 32-bit</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rsh 64-bit</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rsh 32-bit</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsh 64-bit</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsh 32-bit</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bug in the latest commit.** We already gave away a bit of our results, but as per the first section of our analysis, all of the arithmetic range analysis functions check out in the latest commit. The exception, which we didn’t describe above, is in a subtle invariant bug with And, Or, Xor.

Recall that the eBPF verifier calls range coalescing functions at the end of most arithmetic range analysis functions. These functions combine signed, unsigned, 32-bit, 64-bit, and tnum ranges. Since these functions are always called at the end of range analysis, one would assume that the ranges are coalesced upon input. Indeed, if we assume that, And, Or, and Xor pass verification, as stated above. However, suppose that invariant doesn’t hold. Then, we see that the 64-bit versions of And, Or, and Xor have always been broken in every verifier commit we studied, including the latest version.

Below, we describe the bug in more detail. One of the range coalescing functions, `reg_bound_offset`’s job is to bring information from the unsigned range to the tnum range. Without it, we could end up in a situation where the tnum range is larger than it should be relative to the unsigned and signed ranges.

This becomes a problem in the And, Or, and Xor functions. These functions first use the tnum range (which is outdated) to update the unsigned range. They then have a part of code that pulls the unsigned range info into the signed range info if the signed range indicates that we don’t cross the sign boundary. However, the unsigned corresponds to the old tnum, which is out of sync with the signed range and might be wider. As a result, the signed max goes negative, and we get a non well-formed output.

There are multiple potential fixes for this bug. One is to call the range coalescing functions every time at the start of the range analysis functions in addition to the end. We must stress, though, that as of right now, we have found no way for an actual eBPF program to result in such a range coalescing inconsistency. In that sense, this attack is still hypothetical. However, if we are to get the exploit to work, it would be an exploitable bug that would have existed in the kernel for multiple years, which means that almost all running systems would be susceptible to it.
7 Discussion

7.1 Trusted computing base

We split our TCB into internal and external components.

**Internal TCB** All of our code for automatically translating from C to Python is in our TCB. In addition, the manual translations for functions like `adjust_scalar` are in the TCB, as well as our framework code, which includes our Python model of C datatypes.

**External TCB** We rely on the Pycparser library for C parsing and Python unparsing [Ben21]. We also rely on the Z3 SMT solver, which is an industry standard [dMB08].

7.2 Future work

There are a few key areas for future work.

**Bug in latest commit.** We want to continue hacking on this to see if it is exploitable. We have already spent some time analyzing the eBPF verifier to see if there are any control paths that don’t properly coalesce ranges, but this is still in progress.

**Verifying the multiplication function.** One function we didn’t discuss is arithmetic multiplication. No matter what we tried, we couldn’t get this function to run, even when we gave it well over 48 hours. In the future, we will try specializing the inputs to the multiplication function to try to get smaller circuits. If that fails, we will have to move over to Coq verification. We spent a few weeks on this with Dafny, and we realized that even though we had bit-wise correctness lemmas, Dafny is not built to reason about bit-vectors, and it times out even for easy proofs.

**Reducing our TCB.** Early on in the development, we considered using LLVM to handle our C specification modeling for us. However, it seemed like too hard of a task to convert LLVM to SMT, so we moved on to our own framework.

After more literature review, we realized at the end of development that Serval might be the solution to our problems [NBG+19]. It contains a translator from LLVM IR to Rosette, which can be then compiled down to SMT. This seems like a promising approach for reducing the TCB, although there are still open problems when considering how you would keep the ranges intact enough through compilation so that you could generate verification conditions.

**Verifying more of the range analysis.** We focused our efforts on the arithmetic range analysis operations because we saw that they were a frequent source of bugs. However, there’s still range analysis code that handles conditional jumps, and there’s also glue code that stitches everything together. All of this code leads up to the final statement proving a bounds check determination given any sequence of operations. In the future, we aim to get closer to this more general statement, even if that involves considering other verifier systems designs to make this analysis more tractible.
8 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a framework that allows for push-button automated verification of the Linux kernel eBPF verifier range analysis pass. Using our framework, we automatically analyzed over 30 commits of the eBPF verifier and developed insights on when bugs were introduced and patched. Some of these bugs were already identified as security-critical, while other were only considered mild bugs when they were actually security-critical. Finally, we applied our framework to the latest commit of the kernel and verified every range analysis function. We also showed a long-standing bug in the latest commit.

Availability

An older version of our code is available at the following link: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ho4a41xh0k04tt7/AACxwmtFYK21mmT0h2Qk5TUpya?dl=0. The latest version will be released when the full paper comes out.
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